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R6942   happy birthday

A6944   hope your birthday’s 
  just ducky!

R6904   it’s mammoth. 
all the best on your big day!

R6289   relish it!

R6571  happy birthday

A6832  blank inside 
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R6486  have the happiest 
 of birthdays!

Best Seller  Latest cards in red2

A6842  pugs & kisses 
 on your birthday

R6953   best day ever!   A6940  yes to party hats!R6941   happy birthday

R6582  it doesn’t get any 
 better than this. 
 happy birthday!

A7004   hoppy hoppy birthday! R7008   i spot a birthday!

A7017 ...and many many s'more

R7014   blank inside

R7018   blank inside

R6550   have a beautiful day R7003   happy birthday!

A6849  blank inside

R6906   happy birthday!

metallic gold detail

R6840  you're the best

metallic gold detail

R6484   blank inside

metallic gold detail

R6551  have an otterly delightful birthday!

R6696  it’s somebody’s 
 birthday today!

R6740  enjoy that next trip 
 around the sun!

R6732  happiest of birthdaysR6949   blank inside

metallic gold detail

R6931   happy birthday to you!

R6885   look who’s having 
  a birthday

R6838  blank inside

R6650  have a wonderful day

R6736  hippo bday to you!

R6193   just another corny birthday card!

R6241   hope your birthday totally rocks!

R6360   happy birthday to you!

R6254   it's your birthday!  

http://greatarrow.faire.com
https://www.greatarrow.com/wholesaler_login/


R6589  blank inside

R6658  happy birthday R6101  happy birthday 
to a real classic!

R6691  (balloonicorn)
hope your birthday is full of 
squeaks and giggles!

R6487   happy birthday to you!

R6893   blank inside

R6397  hope it’s unbelievable! A6784  holy guacamole! 
 it’s your birthday
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R6229   it's gonna be a 
  great day!

R5859   hope your birthday 
  is a blast!

R6371   birthdays are the best! 

R6697  happy birthdayR6695  oh happy day!

R6748  it's your birthday!

R6647  today is your day

metallic gold

R5259   have a cool birthday

R6242   happy birthday 
  from a big fan

R6883   blank inside

A6894   i know how old you are...  
  happy birthday!

R6640  best fishes for 
 a beary happy day

A6780  happy birthday A6777  (i smell cake)
 have a purr-fect birthday

R6682  you are one cool kitty

R6896   (congratulations 
  on being born) 

            ...a really long time ago

R6297   hope your 
  birthday’s chill

R6192   (may all your wishes 
come true) happy birthday

metallic gold

R5048   make big wishes, 
               they may come true. 
               happy birthday

R6293   count the blessings,
  not the candles!

R6834  to you!

R6745  surprise! 
i remembered your birthday

R6656  go ape shit
 it's your birthday!

R667   (you don't remember)
i'll never forget. happy birthday

LOUIE Winner!

R6903   happy birthday to you! R5260   did somebody say cake?!R6850   with sprinkles on top! R6197   have a whale 
 of a good time!

R6231   sweet, 
  it's your birthday!

R6108   run!!

R6404   happy birthday 

A6776  happy birthday
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R6448  blessings to you R3471   congratulations and
 mazel tov

metallic gold detail

R3470   congratulations and
 mazel tov

metallic gold detail

R6747  tutu you!R6749  cake is served!

belated

A7009   hope you had 
 a wonderful day!

R6830  happy birthday 
just a little bit late

R6536  happy birthday!  
happy birthday!
happy birthday!    

R6639  happy birthday 
from your adoring fans

R6847  happy birthday 
 from all of us!
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R6534  cake time!

R5814   hope all your birthday 
   wishes come true!   

R5760   (hope your birthday is...)
   dino-mite!

R6173   happy birthday to you!

R6743  sorry to be late 
 to the party

R6537   we're gonna need 
 a bigger cake

R6683  hope your birthday 
stacks up to be totally awesome!

R6836  mazel tov on your 
 call to the torah

metallic gold

R6466  (mazel tov!) 
  blank inside

R5444   you did great!R7016   mazel tov!

metallic detail

R5443   you did great!

metallic gold detail

R6598  mazel tov!

metallic gold detail

R6597  mazel tov!

metallic gold detail

R6686  comin’ at ya!

R5654   thought you might 
  need one

R6578  everything will be ok R6576  sending good vibes 
 your way

R6577  you’ll get through this R7005   blank inside

A6945   you’ve been on my mind R4735   to new beginnings!A6939   to brighter days R6846  i believe in you

R6184   (am i going nuts?...)
...or is it your birthday again?

R6694  (happy birthday!)
 blank inside

R6533  happy birthday

hand  silkscreened
A6778  blank inside
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R6884   congrats

R6398   hang in there!

R5451   so happy for you!  

R6905   (may you be showered 
with love) congratulations

metallic gold

R6492   congratulations!

R5880  feel better R6304   hope you bounce 
  back soon!

R6115   hope you're back in 
 the pink real soon!

R6845  (take it slow and 
feel better) healing takes time

R6233   ...okay?

A6789  blank inside

R6649  feel better

R6428  congratulations!

R6646   good move
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A6792  blank inside

R6481  sunny days ahead! 
 happy retirement

R6483  you lucky dog!

R6897   congratulations!R6933   stay strong

R6290   outstanding!! R7007  blank inside

R6596  sending positive 
 thoughts your way

R6666  may all the wishes
you wish come true.  
-irish proverb

A6854  blank inside

metallic silver/copper blend

R6464  wishing you a 
 beautiful life together

metallic gold

R5732   congratulations on  
  your wedding day

metallic gold detail

R7010   ...on this day and 
 all the days ahead

pearlescent blue

R5755   wishing you a 
happy ever after. congratulations  

R6457  happiness alwaysR6835  happy wedding!

metallic gold detail

R6644  (i love you)  so much

R6948   congratulations!

metallic gold detail

A6987  love you! R6864   i'm mesmerized, 
hypnotized, googly eyed 
in love with you

R6856   blank inside

R6936   oh happy day!R6934   blank inside

R6012   being sick really bites. 
               get well soon!

R5743   best of luck in 
  your new nest!   

R6458  wishing you many 
 layers of happiness

metallic silver

made  in  buffalo,  ny
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A6799  congratulations on 
              your little bundle of joy

R6687  blank inside

metallic gold detail

A6892   blank inside

R6890   loved you for a while,  
  crocodile
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R6670  rots & rots!

R6148   (i love you.) that's the long 
  and short of it.

R6440   hugs and kissesR6677  love you always

metallic gold detail

R6880   can't get enough 
  of you

A6991  blank inside

R7012   blank insideA6888   (my love) you light up 
my world. happy anniversary

X6154  (you make me sooo happy!)
i love you

X5742   (life is a journey)
               love is an adventure.
               happy anniversary

R4209   (what a pair)
  you’re perfect together
  happy anniversary

R6542   you make me a 
  happy camper! 
  happy anniversary

R5737   so perfect together! 
  happy anniversary

R6172   happy anniversary

R6899   together for so 
  doggone long... 
  happy anniversary!

R5181   you are the moon and 
 the stars to me still. 
 happy anniversary

R6946   still making beautiful 
  music together 
  happy anniversary

R6126   i'm only half as cool 
without you. happy anniversary
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R6689  welcome to a 
whole new world of love

A6851  so happy for you!R6657  so happy for you!R6636  so much love awaits you R6387   (now look what you've 
done.) good luck with that!

All thank you cards are also available as boxed sets of 8  |  6 box per style minimum  |  8.45 each wholesale  |  16.95 each retail

R6590  happy anniversaryR6938   over the moon for you

metallic gold detail

R6532   blank inside

R6102   blank insideR6235   so very much!

R6935   congratsR6954   congrats on your 
  new bundle of joy

R6285   thanks so much! A6844  blank insideA6788  blank inside

metallic gold detail

R6129   blank inside

R6261   so glad we 
 found each other

R6737  so glad we've stuck 
together. happy anniversary

a  lot  to  love  for  $4.95
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R3430   (in sympathy)
the beauty of a life well lived 
is that it’s never forgotten

LOUIE Winner!

1312

R6878  ever!

R6595  sorry for your loss.

R5453   (there's a special place 
in heaven...) for our best friends

X5158   may the memories of your 
faithful friend always shine brightly

LOUIE Winner/metallic gold

R6491  so sorry for the loss 
 of your beloved friend

R6654  may peace surround you

metallic silver/copper blend

X5741   (with sympathy)
those we love may leave this world, 
but never our hearts

R7019   our best friends 
 never really leave us

A6794  forever in our hearts

R5440   (thinking of you)
with sympathy on the loss  
of your dearest companion

metallic gold detail

A6793  (forever in our hearts)
  thinking of you

metallic gold detail

A7022   in sympathy

R6950   deepest condolences

R6575  our thoughts are 
with you

R6848  may loving thoughts 
 embrace you

R6753  (wishing you peace) 
 in sympathy

R6482   may loving memories  
  fill your heart

R6901   wishing you 
  peace and comfort

R6937   in our hearts always

R6029   (with sympathy) 
  thinking of you

A6943  in deepest sympathy

R6688  (in sympathy)
 thinking of you

R6852  (deepest sympathy)
 thinking of you

R6900   (thinking of you)
  with love and sympathy

R5883   (with sympathy)
  thinking of you 

R6751   with deepest sympathy

A6796  thinking of you X2495   in sympathyR6947   thinking of you

R6734  thank you R6659  blank inside A6889   (thank you)
  blank inside

A6891   blank inside

metallic gold

R4211   many thanks

R7021   thank youA6843  blank inside R6952   blank inside R6759  ever

metallic gold detail

R6580  may cherished 
 memories fill your heart



R3428   (with sympathy)
 wishing you peace at 
 this time of sadness

R6234   you are in our thoughts

R7011   
Perhaps they are not stars 
but rather openings in heaven 
where the love of our lost ones 
pours through & shines down upon us 
to let us know that they are happy...
-Inuit proverb

R6653  (deepest sympathy) 
 wishing you peace 
 at this time of sadness

R6490  (with sympathy)
our thoughts are with you

1514

R6902   in loving memory 
  of a life well lived

R6853  always in our hearts

R4727    may cherished 
memories bring comfort

R6898   
(the temple bell stops ringing, 
 but the sound keeps coming out 
of the flowers -matsuo basho)  
in sympathy

A6795  in sympathy R7020   thinking of you
R6684  

R6359  

R6366  R6356  R6367   R6383    X6312   

R6754 R6358   R6369  

blank  note  cards

A6837  

R6932  

R6855   

R7013   A7006   

R7023 

R6951   

R7024 R7015 

R7025 

All blank note cards are also available as boxed sets of 8  |  6 box per style minimum  |  8.45 each wholesale  |  16.95 each retail 

©2024 Massimo Friedman Inc. all rights reserved

R6592  deepest sympathy

DX4813   (the light from those 
    we have loved) 
    can never be dimmed.

die cut/interior gold foil

R6752  our thoughts 
 are with you

R6685  deepest condolences

or reach us at:
info@greatarrow.com
800.835.0490
716.836.0702 fax

Wholesale Pricing  29.40 dozen wholesale | 14.70 half dozen wholesale | 4.95 each retail 

Minimum wholesale order $100     

Card Sizes  R 4.625'' x 6.25'' | X 5.25'' x 5.25'' | A 4.25'' x 5.5''

Cello sleeves and standard postage envelopes are available upon request
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